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ABSTRACT
The residual stress significantly influences the cyclic stress response of the hierarchical nanostruc-
tured materials. An obvious tension-compression asymmetry with minimum stress in compression
larger thanmaximum stress in tensionwas observed in gradient nanograined (GNG) Cu under strain-
controlled high-cycle fatigue tests, which gradually diminished with increasing cycles or after being
annealed at a low temperature. The observed asymmetric response is primarily induced by the pres-
ence of the residual compressive stress in the GNG surface layer. The longer fatigue life can be
achieved in GNG Cu with a higher residual stress, compared to that of annealed GNG Cu.

IMPACT STATEMENT
Obvious tension-compressionasymmetrywasobserved in cyclicallydeformedgradientnanograined
Cu under strain control, caused by the residual compressive stress in the GNG surface layer.
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1. Introduction

Gradient nanograined (GNG) metals, as a promising
hierarchical structure with grain sizes spatially increasing
from nanoscale in surface to coarse grain (CG) in core,
have attracted considerable interests, due to their unusual
combination of high strength and considerable ductil-
ity in tensile tests [1–4]. Their fatigue properties and
behaviours under cyclic loading are also very essential,
which determine their prospect of engineering applica-
tion [5]. Recently, studies have shown that the high-cycle
fatigue properties (including cyclic stress and fatigue life
in S-N curve) of GNG metals under stress-controlled
cyclic loading tests are remarkably enhanced, relative
to CG counterparts, which are mainly attributed to the
presence of high-strength GNG surface layer to sup-
press crack initiation [6–8]. For instance, abnormal grain
coarsening initiates at the subsurface layer of cyclically
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deformed GNG Cu and with increasing cycles grad-
ually extends to the top surface, where fatigue crack
initiates [7,9].

Previous studies showed that the introduced resid-
ual stress in sample surface layers can obviously enhance
the stress-controlled high-cycle fatigue properties of
metals subjected to shot peening and deep rolling
[10–13]. In fact, residual stress is also induced in GNG
layer during the process of preparing GNG metals via
the surface mechanical treatment [8]. However, lim-
ited studies showed that with the relaxation of resid-
ual stress in GNG 316L stainless steel after annealing
treatment, its high-cycle fatigue property is still ele-
vated, which may be closely related with the marten-
sitic transformation in the GNG layer during annealing
and enhanced strength [6]. To date, whether the residual
stress influences high-cycle fatigue properties and cyclic
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deformation behaviour of GNG metals are still an open
question.

Without monitoring the plastic strain information,
stress-controlled fatigue tests is obviously insufficient
to clarify the effect of residual stress on high cycle
fatigue properties of GNG metals. Relative to stress con-
trol, strain-controlled fatigue tests can provide additional
strain information and cyclic strain–stress response,
which is essential for an in-depth understanding of
cyclic deformation mechanism and structure (including
residual stress)-fatigue property relationship of metals
[5,14,15]. However, the cyclic stress–strain response of
GNG metals in the traditional high-cycle regime is not
reported yet.

In this study, cyclic stress–strain responses of GNGCu
and that after short time annealing are assessed via strain-
controlled high-cycle fatigue tests. The microstructure
and residual stress evolution influencing on high-cycle
stress response and fatigue properties of GNG Cu are
clarified as well.

2. Experimental

Commercial purity Cu rods with an average grain size
of 21 μm and a yield strength of 56MPa were ini-
tially machined into dog-bone-shaped samples with a
gauge diameter of 6mm and a gauge length of 12mm.
Both their gauge sections and arc transitions were
then processed by surface mechanical grinding treat-
ment (SMGT) to produce GNG Cu with a gradient
nanograined layer, which was described in detail in [1,7].
Besides, one set of GNG Cu samples were annealed
at 80°C for 10min, which was hereafter referred to as
annealed GNG Cu.

Symmetric tension-compression fatigue tests of two
types GNG Cu were performed in an Instron E10000
fatigue machine under strain control at ambient tem-
perature. A strain extensometer with a gauge length of
10mm was applied to control the strain amplitude. The
applied total strain amplitude (�εt/2) was 0.12%, which
was approximately equal to the calculated�εt/2 value of
GNG Cu at the stress amplitude of 140MPa [7]. A tri-
angle waveform with a frequency of 2Hz was used. For
comparison, CG Cu samples with the same grain size
with that of CG core in GNG Cu are cyclically deformed
at the same condition.

Cross-sectional microstructures of GNG and anneal-
ed GNG Cu before and after fatigue tests were charac-
terized by using the FEI Nova NanoSEM430 scanning
electron microscope (SEM) and FEI Tecnai F20 trans-
mission electronmicroscope (TEM), respectively. A pure
Cu layer was firstly electro-deposited onto the surface of
GNG samples. Then, cross-sectional SEM and TEM foils

were cut parallel to the cyclic loading axis by an electri-
cal spark machine and mechanically ground. SEM foils
were electro-polished in an electrolyte of phosphoric acid
(25 Vol.%), alcohol (25 Vol.%) and deionized water (50
Vol.%) at 5V for 30 s while TEMCu foils were thinned by
twin-jet polishing in the same electrolyte at about−10°C.
Over 500 grains from numerous TEM images were mea-
sured to determine the average grain size in different
depth of GNG layer.

Residual stresses (σ r), along the axial direction in both
GNG and annealed GNGCu with different fatigue cycles
weremeasured byX-ray diffraction (XRD) using classical
2θ – sin2ψ method with Cu Kα radiation on {420} plane
[16,17], as follows:

σr = E
2(1 + ν)

cos θ0
π

180◦
d(2θ)

d(sin2ψ)

where ψ is the tilting angle of the normal direction of
GNG rod sample surface relative to the plane with X-ray
source and detector, ranging from 0 to ∼43° (see Fig-
ures S1 and S2); 2θ and 2θ0 is the Bragg diffraction
angle or the position of the selected diffraction peaks
[420] of Cu with and without residual stress (Figure S1);
E and ν are elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio of Cu
(120GPa and 0.33), respectively. Based on the slope of
θ vs sin2ψ (Figure S2(b)) and Equation (1), the residual
stress can be calculated. To obtain the residual stresses at
various depths beneath the surface, iterative electrolytical
removal of thin surface layer of both types GNG samples
and subsequent XRD measurement were performed.

3. Results and discussion

Cross-sectional SEM images in Figure 1(a) show that a
spatially gradient grain size is distributed in GNG Cu
after SMGT process. Closer TEM observations indicate
that almost equiaxed nano-sized grains (NGs) with an
average grain size of 80± 10 nm (Figure 1(b)) are formed
in the top 20-μm-thick surface layer. In a depth span of 20
to ∼220 μm are ultrafine grains (UFGs), with an average
grain size of 218± 75 nm at depth of 50 μm (Figure 1(c)).
For convenience, both NG and UFG layers are here-
after referred to as the GNG layer. Besides, high-density
dislocations exist in GNG layer, where most grains are
separated by indistinct curved grain boundaries (GBs),
indicating that they are in a non-equilibrium state.

Figure 1(d) shows cross-sectional SEM images of
annealed GNG Cu: the spatially gradient grain size
is still kept, resembling that in the as-SMGTed state
(Figure 1(a)). Closer TEM observations reveal that
numerous NGs and UFGs in GNG layer still have high-
density dislocations, which are separated by curved
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Figure 1. Typical cross-sectional SEM images of GNG Cu (a) in the as-SMGTed state and (d) after annealing treatment. TEM images of
GNG Cu at positions B and C indicated in (a) are shown in (b–c) and those of annealed GNG Cu at positions E–F indicated in (d) are shown
in (e–f). The insets in (b–c) and (e–f) are SAED patterns.

GBs (Figure 1(e,f)), like that in Figure 1(b,c). Differ-
ently, grains in GNG layer become cleaner. GBs become
sharper and distinct, as highlighted in Figure 1(e,f).
Statistics of grain size distributions showed that the
mean average grain sizes at a depth of 20 μm thick
and 50 μm in the top surface layer of GNG Cu before
and after annealing treatment are nearly the same. The
selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns (insets
in Figure 1(b, c, e and f)) reveal that these NGs and
UFGs are randomly oriented before and after annealing.
These results demonstrate that slightly microstructural
recovery, instead grain growth, occurred in the GNG
layer during low-temperature annealing, indicating that
annealedGNGCu exhibits a similar gradientmicrostruc-
ture but with a relative lower defect density, compared
with that in the as-SMGTed state.

Figure 2 shows cyclic stress responses (maximum
stress in tension, σmax and minimum stress in compres-
sion, σmin) of GNG Cu and annealed GNG Cu cyclically
deformed at �εt/2 of 0.12%. Note that to avoid over-
loading at such small�εt/2, the samples are designed to
reach the set value of �εt/2 in ∼3000 cycles, which is
a small life (∼0.4%Nf ), relative to its fatigue-to-failure
life (Nf ). Both σmax and |σmin| of GNG Cu during the
whole fatigue test are larger than that (∼88MPa) of CG
counterparts. Besides, GNG Cu exhibits a much longer
fatigue-to-failure life (8.3× 105 cycle) than that of CG
Cu (2.1× 105 cycle), which is consistent with the results
reported under stress control [7].

An obvious tension-compression asymmetry with
higher |σmin| than σmax is detected in GNG Cu,
although under symmetric tension–compression total
strain amplitude control. At 3000 cycles, |σmin| of GNG
Cu is 117MPa while its σmax is 96MPa, showing a

Figure 2. Cyclic stress (tensile maximum stress (σmax) and com-
pressive minimum stress (σmin)) responses of GNG Cu, annealed
GNG Cu and CG Cu cyclically deformed at the total strain ampli-
tude (�εt/2) of 0.12%.

stress gap (|σmin|-σmax) as large as 21MPa, which is
fundamentally distinct from fully symmetric response
of conventional face centre cubic CG metals reported
in the literature [5,18,19]. Furthermore, |σmin| of GNG
Cu gradually decreases with increasing cycles while its
σmax increases. Until at cycles before failure, |σmin| is still
larger than that of σmax, and the stress gap between them
gets smaller (∼3MPa), suggesting that the degree of
tension–compression asymmetry of GNG Cu gradually
diminishes during cyclic deformation.

Figure 2 also shows that annealing treatment of GNG
Cu can reduce tension–compression asymmetry. |σmin|
of annealed GNG Cu at 3000 cycles is 111MPa while
its σmax is 100MPa at the same cycle, with a stress gap
of 11MPa, which is smaller than that of GNG Cu. With
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increasing cycles, asymmetric response of annealedGNG
Cu gradually recovers to quasi-symmetric response;
stress gap (∼1MPa) almost disappears before failure.
Note that both the stress level and fatigue-to-failure life
(6.8× 105cycle) of annealed GNGCu are lower than that
of GNGCu, but still higher than that of CG counterparts.

The evolution of stress–strain hysteresis loops of GNG
Cu (Figure 3(a)) and annealed Cu (Figure 3(b)) at
�εt/2 = 0.12% shows that besides inequality of tension-
compression peak stress, their loops are also asymmetric,
especially at initial cycles, quite different from that of
CG Cu (Figure 3(c)). At 0.4%Nf , the maximum plastic
strain amplitude of GNG Cu in the tension segment of
hysteresis loop (Figure 3(a)) is 0.03%, much larger than
that in the compression segment (0.01%), exhibiting a
characteristic of asymmetry. With increasing cycles, hys-
teresis loops of both GNG Cu and annealed GNG Cu
also gradually recover to be symmetric, like the trend of
tension-compression peak stress.

Comparisons of fatigue results among GNG Cu,
annealed CG Cu and CG Cu demonstrate that tension-
compression asymmetry of GNG Cu is closely correlated
with the microstructure of GNG layer. One prominent
feature of GNG surface layer is characterized by high-
density dislocations and curved GBs, similar to those
observed in nanostructured metals prepared by severe
plastic deformation [4]. Previous studies have shown
that tension-compression asymmetry with a mean stress
amplitude of 25–44MPa is still detected in UFG Cu
fatigued in strain-controlled low-cycle regime (Nf < 105

cycles) [20]. Tension-compression asymmetry is pro-
posed to be an inherent phenomenon of nanostructured
metals during fatigue.

It is accepted that the residual stress, associated with
high-density defects, is readily developed in metals when
straining, as a result of inhomogeneous plastic deforma-
tion in grains and/or between grains [14,21]. As shown

in Figure 4(a), compressive residual stress in the sur-
face layer of GNG Cu at the depth of 120 μm is 33MPa
and gradually increases at regions closer to the surface
because a larger plastic strain is imposed during SMGT
process. It reaches to a maximum value of 123MPa at a
depth of 40 μmbut decreases to 89MPa at the top surface,
owing to the relaxation of the free surface. Annealing
GNG Cu will partially release the residual stress to a
smaller value (Figure 4(a)) and the maximum compres-
sive residual stress in annealed GNG Cu decreases to
72MPa at depth of 40 μm, which is consistent with its
recovered microstructure (Figure 1(e,f)).

Residual stress in GNG Cu is also released during
cyclic deformation, as shown in Figure 4(a) that the resid-
ual stress of GNG Cu sample at 40%Nf is almost the
same as that of annealed GNG Cu. Furthermore, neg-
ligible residual stresses are detected in both GNG and
annealedGNGCu samples after fatigued to failure. Com-
parisons between the tension-compression asymmetry
and residual stress state of GNGCu and annealed CG Cu
(Figures 2 and 4(a)) suggest that the tension-compression
asymmetry of GNG Cu in strain-controlled fatigue tests
is possibly induced by the residual stress in GNG layer.

Moreover, the gradually diminished trend of ten-
sion–compression asymmetry and residual stress in both
types GNG Cu with increasing cycles suggests that they
are mainly caused by microstructural evolutions in GNG
layer. As shown in Figure 4(b,c), abnormally coarsed
grain initiating from UFG subsurface layer and even-
tually extending to NG top surface is observed in both
GNG and annealed GNG Cu sample fatigued at�εt/2 of
0.12%, like that detected in fatiguedGNGCuunder stress
control [7].The abnormally coarsed grains in depth span
0–113 μm of annealed GNG Cu exhibit grain morphol-
ogy and grain size distribution similar to that of GNG
Cu. The abnormal coarsed grains, consuming surround-
ing UFGs and NGs with high-density defects, results in

Figure 3. Variations of hysteresis loops of (a) GNG Cu, (b) annealed GNG Cu and (c) CG Cu cyclically deformed at�εt/2 = 0.12%.
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Figure 4. (a) In-depth residual stress distributions in GNG and annealed GNG Cu before, during (40% Nf ) and after fatigue-to-failure
(100% Nf ). Typical cross-sectional SEM images of microstructure of (b) GNG Cu and (c) annealed GNG Cu after fatigue-to-failure, showing
that abnormal grain coarsening phenomenon is observed in both samples.

the relaxation of residual stress in GNG layer and grad-
ual disappearance of asymmetric response of both GNG
Cu after fatigued to failure.

The presence of compressive residual stress in GNG
layer implies that it is in a state of compressive residual
strain [21–23]. When the sample is deformed in ten-
sion during fatigue tests, the residual compressive stress
in GNG layer will counteract part of stress increment,
thus resulting in a decreased σmax of GNG/CG Cu, rel-
ative to the counterparts without any residual stresses. In
contrast, when the sample is deformed in compression,
an increased σmin is obtained as a result of superpo-
sition of both internal residual compressive strain and
imposed compressive cyclic strain. Thus, the compressive
residual stress in GNG layer leads to an obvious tension-
compression asymmetry of GNG Cu with larger σmin
than σmax. A higher residual stress in GNG layer con-
tributes to a more significant cyclic asymmetry, as shown
in Figure 2.

Previous studies showed that a large long-range back
stress will be developed in GNG metals during tensile
testing, owing to the inhomogeneous plastic deformation
of the GNG layer with gradient distribution of grain size
and strength [2,24]. However, in this study, the estimated
back stress in both tension and compression segments of
GNGCu at initial cycles, according to the classic Dickson
method [25–27], are very small and nearly comparable
with that of CG counterpart, possibly owing to the GNG
layer still mainly undergoing an elastic deformation at
such small�εt/2, and negligiblemicrostructural changes
in each cycle [25–27]. Thus, the above analysis based on
experimental results (Figures 1–4) demonstrates that the
observed tension-compression asymmetry in fatigued

GNG Cu is mainly induced by compressive residual
stress.

GNG Cu exhibits a relatively longer fatigue life
(8.3× 105 cycle) than that of annealed GNG Cu
(6.8× 105 cycle) (Figure 2). Considering the value of
residual stress in these two type of GNG Cu, we would
point out that the existence of residual compressive stress
in the GNG layer exhibits a positive effect on enhancing
high-cycle fatigue life ofGNGCu.Onone hand, although
cyclically loading under the same �εt/2, GNG Cu with
a larger residual stress exhibits a relatively smaller plas-
tic strain range (�εpl) than that of annealed GNG Cu,
especially at initial cycles, owing to the residual stress
induced change of hysteresis loop (Figure 3). As shown
in Figure 3(a), �εpl of GNG Cu at 0.4% Nf is 0.04%,
which is smaller than that (0.045%) of annealed GNGCu
(Figure 3(b)). This will lead to the relatively slower plas-
tic strain accumulation and retardation of fatigue crack
initiation in GNG Cu. On the other hand, the residual
compressive stress itself can also benefit for suppress-
ing fatigue crack initiation, by changing the local stress
states [5].

4. Conclusion

In this work, through utilizing strain-controlled high-
cycle fatigue tests, we investigate the cyclic stress response
of two GNG Cu samples with different residual stresses.
Obvious tension-compression asymmetry with com-
pressive minimum stress higher than tensile maximum
stress is observed in GNG Cu cyclically deformed at
�εt/2 = 0.12%. With increasing cycles or annealing at
low temperature, the degree of tension–compression
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asymmetry of GNG Cu gradually diminishes. The
observed tension-compression asymmetry of GNG Cu is
mainly caused by the residual compressive stress in the
GNG layer during SMGT. The presence of residual com-
pressive stress also contributes to an enhanced high-cycle
fatigue life of GNG Cu.
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